
negatively: 'I don't like this,' 'I don't like
that,' 'This has this fault.' Well, they all
have faults. Even Miss America, if you
look at her carefully - this one is
slightly pigeon-toed or she's slightly
cross-eyed, or her ears are too long,
or something. But in our case, we have
so few exhibitors. We want to en
courage people to grow camellias and
enjoy them and bring them in so we
can enjoy them.

"You see," he goes on, "the
camellia people are quite fascinating
to compare to the dog people. The
dog-show people see a lovely animal
coming in and they immediately say,
"Umm, the judges are going to like
that better than mine; I hate it,' and
they start tearing it apart behind the
owner's back. But the camellia people
don't take any credit, even those who
do their own hybridization. If they see
something beautiful, they ooh and ahh
and enjoy it, and they don't really care
who brought it in."

And they love their camellias. "Many
of the people I've helped start out,"
confides Wheeler, "when they have
their first, they'll call up and say, 'I've
got my first camellia blossom, Walter,'
in hushed tones, almost as if they'd
just had their first child or their first
really religious experience."

characteristics." Petals can be
"ruffled, crinkled, creped, swirled,
waved, twisted, crimped, folded,
fluted, upright, notched or fimbriated
or fringed, incurved or downcurved,"
as well as "thick, broad, round, nar
row, or lang." What the judges are try
ing to say is that camellia blossoms are
so darned beautiful that almost any
well-grown, well-exhibited specimen
has a chance to win a ribbon.

What do the judges look for? Things
like symmetry, size, and freshness of
the blossom; absence of bruises; how
well formed the petaloids are (pera!oid:
a messy but lovely combination of
petals and stamens); how much dif
ferentiation there is between the
petaloids and the "guard" petals (the
ones around the perimeter of the
blossom). Perhaps also that je lie sais
quoi that might be called the Wow
Factor.

What matters more than the judging
is that people have gotten together and
shared something that they love. And,
yes, competed, too. Wheeler is firm on
his point. "They're not an egocentric
group like the dog-show people, but
they do compete. They're healthy
Americans; they like to win."

Wheeler sips tea and explains.
"This is very different from dog
shows," he says, speaking from 50
years of experience. "Most dog-show
judges, for instance, usually judge

***************~****************************

Incoming ACCS President Marion Edwards (left, standing) awards a plaque to
outgoing president Budding Cawthon at the Myrtle Beach meeting.

(photo by Shepherd)
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